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In this paper we are investigating a method for the design and integration of 3D external compression inlet geometries on parametric geometries of air-breathing hypersonic aircraft. We view the geometries as the first stage of a mixed compression inlet. The investigations are based on waverider geometries generated with the osculating cones waverider forebody design method. The oscillating cones method is further utilized to create a second compression surface before the inlet cowl, essentially creating a second waverider geometry on the underside of the forebody. This way, we achieve greater compression for the part of the flow to be captured by the inlet cowl using a geometry that does not require sidewalls (like 2D ramps do), and has a potentially larger capture area than axisymmetric inlet geometries such as half-cones. The integration method is explained in detail, validated and further examined with CFD simulations. Those include measurements of the sensitivity of the flowfield to angle of attack, sideslip and Mach number changes. A number of options for designing the downstream internal compression part of the inlet are also discussed.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>Inlet Capture Curve of the compression geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSPC</td>
<td>Lower Surface Profile Curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{inf}$</td>
<td>freestream Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_c$</td>
<td>radius of curvature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWPC</td>
<td>Shockwave Profile Curve of the forebody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPC</td>
<td>Upper Surface Profile Curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>local osculating plane inclination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_c$</td>
<td>local osculating cone half angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{def}$</td>
<td>forebody shockwave deflection angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_s$</td>
<td>forebody shockwave angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{in}$</td>
<td>inlet shockwave angle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. Introduction

Waverider geometries are one of the most promising aircraft configurations that are being considered for hypersonic air-breathing flight due to their superior aerodynamic performance. Waveriders are lifting body geometries designed to keep the shockwave generated by the oncoming hypersonic flow attached to the entire leading edge, effectively trapping the high-pressure region behind the shockwave at the underside of the body, greatly increasing the lift. Since their introduction, inverse design methods have been extensively used to generate such geometries\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^4\), usually based on planar or axisymmetric flowfields. One of the later and more flexible inverse design methods for generating waverider and inlet geometries is the osculating cones method\(^5\), which has also been further developed to allow greater flexibility in defining the shock generating body on each osculating plane\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^7\). Although the oscillating cones and similar inverse design methods are, by themselves, not sufficient for producing realistic and complete hypersonic aircraft geometries, they provide a great tool for rapidly and efficiently generating geometries with a leading edge attached shock which can form the starting point of higher fidelity design processes.
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One of the dominant characteristics of hypersonic air-breathing aircraft designs is the level of integration between the airframe and propulsion system, something that adds to the complexity of design/optimization studies and emphasizes the need for efficiently parameterized geometry models, the development of which has been the focus of our work\textsuperscript{8,9}. The engine inlet, with compression usually starting at the leading edge of the forebody, is what defines the scramjet characteristics and flowpath. Over the years a variety of scramjet inlet configurations have been proposed\textsuperscript{10}. The majority of scramjet test beds have, so far, utilized 2D mixed compression inlets, mostly due to the simplicity and robustness of the design, even when operating at off-design conditions. When using 2D compression ramp geometries, the flow being externally compressed needs to be contained with sidewalls before the cowl lip or significant spillage occurs, something that either way results in added viscous or spillage losses. There are a number of geometries that achieve 3D compression, such as Busemann-type or inward turning inlets and shock-cones or half shock-cones, the latter usually found on supersonic aircraft. Inward-turning Busemann-type inlets are generally more sensitive to deviations from design conditions and have also been the subject of various studies looking into both their design and integration on hypersonic aircraft.

The external inlet compression geometry, whose integration on a waverider forebody we are investigating, is essentially the external compression stage of a mixed compression inlet. It has the advantage of not requiring sidewalls to contain the externally compressed flow, while also enabling larger capture areas than that of an axisymmetric half-cone inlet attached to the underside of the waverider, due to its flexibility in defining the shape of the compression shockwave. In the present work we are essentially integrating an osculating cones derived inlet compression geometry on an osculating cones designed waverider forebody, while keeping the entire integration process parametric. It is worth noting that the osculating cones method itself was developed with inlet design in mind. At this stage we have been mostly using the osculating cones method for both, though the osculating axisymmetry\textsuperscript{3} and osculating flowfield\textsuperscript{4} extensions of the method can potentially further improve the configuration. After describing the geometry generation process, we will look into how it can be integrated onto waverider forebodies generated with inverse design methods. We will then proceed to validate the geometry and evaluate its performance with CFD simulations. That will include investigations into the sensitivity of the resulting flowfield to variations of angle of attack, sideslip and freestream Mach number. Finally, we discuss some of the options currently under investigation for the downstream internal part of the inlet geometry, from the cowl lip up to the isolator of the scramjet.

II. Background

The osculating cones method is a supersonic compression geometry inverse design algorithm proposed by Sobieczky in 1990\textsuperscript{5}. The method utilizes the axisymmetric flowfield of a shock-generating cone in supersonic flow, whose properties can be calculated by numerically integrating the Taylor-McColl equations\textsuperscript{13}. That flowfield solution is then applied on planes along the span in a non-axisymmetric manner. The design is driven by a curve controlling the shockwave shape, usually by defining its trace at the base plane, and another curve from which the shape of the leading edge on the shockwave can be designed.

Starting with the shockwave profile curve and given a shock angle, the 3D shape of the shock surface is fully defined. The flowfield solution is then applied to planes perpendicular to the local shockwave profile, while being scaled appropriately so that the local conical shockwave matches the curvature of the prescribed shock profile on each plane, as seen in Figure 1. The leading edge trace (point 3) on each osculating plane can be calculated given the traces of the two design-driving curves on the plane (points 1 and 2). The lower surface of the waverider is then generated by tracing the streamlines of the flowfield on each plane from the leading edge to the base plane, from point 3 to 4 in Figure 2. As the stream-surface is replaced with a solid boundary, the flowfield downstream of the leading edge is replicated by the generated geometry alone. The upper surface is usually set to be parallel with the oncoming flow, although its shape can be manipulated to further improve aerodynamic characteristics or to create more space for the packaging of internal subsystems.

The osculating cones method essentially enforces a locally conical flowfield in the series of planes along the span of a non-conical shockwave, therefore the resulting flowfield is not an exact solution but a very good approximation, as small pressure gradients across different planes can cause some limited cross-flow. The effect of the cross-flow pressure gradients has been investigated\textsuperscript{11}, and applicability of the method has been experimentally validated\textsuperscript{12}. 
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The osculating axisymmetry$^6$ and osculating flowfield$^7$ extensions of the method introduce some additional flexibility to the design by adding further control over the shape of the shock and flowfield generating body on each plane. This enables a wider range of flowfields that can vary along the different sections of the waverider, something that can be utilized to improve flow compression in selected sections or further control the generated flowfield.

### III. Integrated External Inlet Compression Geometry

The osculating cones method, given its flexibility in prescribing the shockwave shape and ability to generate 3D compression geometries where the flow properties can be calculated with little computational cost, provides an excellent tool for the generation of not only waverider forebody geometries, but inlet geometries as well. When using an osculating cones generated geometry for the inlet we need to consider that the design method assumes that the oncoming flow is uniform in order to replicate the prescribed flowfield. This is obviously no issue for the waverider forebody geometry since that is always the case for the freestream flow. The inlet compression geometry, however, is behind the initial shock generated by the forebody. Therefore, in order to integrate the compression geometry on the underside of the waverider forebody, at least part of the flow behind the forebody shock needs to be uniform. That condition is met for planar shock based inverse design techniques but not for most axisymmetric ones, such as conical shock waveriders. The osculating cones/flowfield generated geometries can satisfy that condition when the radius of curvature of the shock is locally infinite (no curvature). Therefore, by using a straight line segment for part of the shockwave profile of the waverider forebody, we generate a uniform flow region within which the second, inlet compression geometry can be designed. The parametric design-driving curves of an osculating cones waverider forebody with that feature, as well as the inlet capture curve (ICC) of the external compression geometry drawn within its uniform flow region are illustrated in Figure 3.

To design the inlet geometry, the inflow conditions for the osculating cones/flowfield inverse design algorithm are set to be the flow conditions behind the forebody-generated shock, which is planar in that region. The axis of the local axisymmetric osculating flowfields is tilted relative to the freestream at an angle equal to the deflection angle ($\theta_{\text{def}}$) of the planar shock of the forebody, illustrated in Figure 4. The lower surface profile of the waverider at that part of the geometry becomes the upper surface profile curve for the inlet compression geometry. The ICC can then be drawn using a parametric curve; we used a $4^{\text{th}}$ order Bézier curve in this example. The first end point on the symmetry plane should be placed within the region of the forebody-generated shockwave where the flow is uniform. Placing the other end point of the ICC at the edge of the uniform flowfield maximizes the inlet’s capture area. A shock angle is chosen for the ICC defined shock and the method from then on is followed as usual to generate the external compression geometry of the inlet.

As was stated in our previous work$^8$, designing the forebody shockwave profile curve using a line segment followed by a parametric curve can result in discontinuities or sharp edges present on the resulting surfaces, unless third order continuity of the shockwave profile curve is maintained at the interface. In this case, this is accomplished by having the three consecutive intermediate points of the Bézier curve that was used on the same line.
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**Figure 1.** Single osculating plane (green trace) features on the base plane.  
**Figure 2.** Waverider design on a single osculating plane.
Figure 3. Osculating cones forebody and inlet design-driving curves with their control points.

Figure 4. Key flow features of the external inlet geometry, symmetry plane section.

The final geometry generated in the manner described above, corresponding to the design curves of Figure 3, can be seen in Figure 5. It is a Mach 8 design with both the forebody and inlet shock angled at 15°. Some of the Euler CFD results to validate the resulting flowfield are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The CFD values are compared with the ones obtained through the design algorithm that utilizes the Taylor-Maccoll equations. According to the results of the inviscid simulations as well as the values obtained from the design algorithm, the Mach numbers within the externally compressed region of the flowfield range from 4.84 to 4.95 due to the nature of the conical flowfield. Additionally, all streamlines of the externally compressed flow, contained by the inlet capture curve at the end section seen in Figure 7, traverse two deflections/shocks of equal strength.

As mentioned earlier, the osculating cones method itself has been proposed as a method to design inlet geometries as well as waverider forebodies. In this section we have presented a method to integrate an osculating cones generated inlet compression geometry onto an osculating cones generated waverider in a parametric manner. This enables us to prescribe a second shock shape where a cowl lip can be placed to capture the flow that has been further externally compressed. Additionally, the flowfield properties at the section of the cowl lip can be rapidly calculated through the inverse design method’s flowfield calculations, the Taylor-Maccoll equations in this case. This can further aid with the design of the downstream internal part of the inlet.
Figure 5. External compression inlet geometry on waverider forebody with the outline of the compression shockwave.

Figure 6. Static pressure iso-lines around the inlet compression geometry on three y-z planes, Euler CFD results.

Figure 7. Mach number contour comparison between design and Euler CFD of the further compressed flow at the base/exit plane, $M_{inf} = 8$, $\theta_s = 15^\circ$ and $\theta_i = 15^\circ$, with the design shock (green). Plane 3 on Figure 6.
IV. Further Analysis

The integration method described earlier allows us to design the shape for the second 3D compression shock after the first, forebody generated one. The shape of the generated shockwave, however, is affected when operating at off-design conditions. A number of Euler simulations were conducted to investigate the sensitivity of the resulting flowfield to off-design Mach number, angle of attack, and sideslip changes. The results are presented in Figures 8, 9, and 10.

![Mach number contours at the base plane of the M=8 geometry for off-design conditions, M_{inf}=6 left and M_{inf}=7 right with the design shockwave (green).](image)

![Mach number contours at the base plane of the M_{inf}=8 geometry for off-design conditions, angle of attack equal to 2^\degree (left), 4^\degree (right), and -2^\degree (bottom) with the design shockwave (green).](image)
With varying Mach number and angle of attack, the flow ‘seen’ by the external compression geometry will still be uniform and have the same relative direction due to the nature of the forebody that creates a simple planar shock in that region. Some small disturbances may, however, be present in the osculating planes close to the edge of the planar shock region due to stronger cross-flow directed pressure gradients that may arise from the off-design behavior of the neighboring, finite radius of curvature, conical flowfield planes of the geometry. This also depends on how sharp the drop in radius of curvature is in the osculating planes close to the uniform flow region. For the moderate angles of attack and Mach number variations that we tested we did not observe any notable disturbances. The Mach number in front of the external compression geometry, \( M_1 \) in Figure 3, does change. With higher angles of attack or lower freestream Mach numbers \( M_1 \) will be lower as well, resulting in a wider shock angle generated by the external compression geometry. This, as also seen in Figures 8 and 9, results in increased spillage (assuming a cowl lip placed on the ICC), which can be beneficial from an inlet starting point of view and require simpler variable geometry, one of the advantages of mixed compression inlets\(^\text{10,14}\). Finally, Figure 10 shows the flowfield resulting from a \( 1^\circ \) angled sideslip of the freestream flow. In this case the flow direction in front of the external compression geometry also deviates from design conditions.

![Figure 10. Mach number contour at the base plane of the \( M_{\text{inf}}=8 \) geometry with \( 1^\circ \) sideslip of the freestream, with the design shock outline (green).](image)

In order to illustrate the flexibility of the method described in Section III, we conclude with a depiction of example configurations that can be generated with the proposed method integrated on different forebody geometries, illustrated in Figure 11. By parametrically defining the shape of the inlet capture curve, a wide range of geometries can be generated. When attempting to maximize the capture area within the uniform region of the forebody generated flowfield and at the same time satisfy the limitations of the osculating cones method as far as the lower limits of shockwave profile radii of curvature go, the types of geometries that prevail are ones similar to the one that was examined earlier. Figure 12 illustrates a comparison of the possible capture areas of a half cone and a conical shockwave based geometry with the osculating cones generated geometry that was investigated earlier. As the aspect ratio of the section where uniform flow is available increases the osculating cones based geometry can have an even more significant advantage in potential capture area, a good example is the third geometry of Figure 11.

Designing the internal part of the inlet from that point on can be challenging, as the cross-section shape of the externally compressed flowfield at the cowl lip is not straightforward. All of its properties, however, can be rapidly calculated during the design process, as mentioned in the previous section. We discuss some of the options for designing the downstream, internal part of the mixed compression inlet that we are considering in the next section.
V. Future Work

Utilizing the proposed integration method we can generate the external compression part of a mixed compression inlet; the next stage is to develop the inlet duct, form the cowl lip to the isolator and combustor. A number of different options are under consideration and we briefly review them here.

One approach would be to keep designing the internal part of the inlet on the osculating planes of the external compression geometry, the same way a conical inlet is designed, possibly utilizing the method of characteristics. This is fairly straightforward but there are two issues that have to be tackled. First, the shape of the section at the end of the inlet will most likely be as complex as the section at the cowl lip, which might require further transitional
geometry. The second is that the osculating planes are tilted relative to the freestream at an angle equal to the flow deflection angle of the forebody, and a further deflection might be necessary to redirect the flow.

Another approach that could achieve better management of the cross section shapes leading to the isolator and combustor is to utilize the externally compressed flow with more than one internal compression, isolator and combustor modules. An example with three units is shown in Figure 13.

![Figure 13](image)

**Figure 13.** An example of an externally compressed flowfield that can be utilized by 3 scramjet modules.

Similarly, the osculating cones external compression geometry can be used as a 2D ramp that contains the mostly uniform flow at the center by compressing additional flow at the sides that is not captured by the inlet cowl, illustrated in Figure 14. While this generates additional drag when compared to a 2D ramp, the use of sidewalls and resulting viscous effects is avoided. The further compressed flow is also expected to generate lift, though not very efficiently. For the ratio of captured flow to discarded flow to be satisfactory, wide or long span geometries as that illustrated in Figure 14 would be required.

![Figure 14](image)

**Figure 14.** Utilizing only the central, more uniform part of the flowfield of the external compression geometry.

Finally, the last approach we are considering is to design the internal part of the geometry following a computational simulation based approach. A 3D transitional geometry that provides a starting point for a computational design optimization study is needed, and then direct and adjoint CFD techniques can be utilized to improve the design. An example geometry is illustrated in Figure 15. It is designed to initially deflect the flow to be parallel to the axis of the osculating cones of the external compression geometry, and then morph to an elliptical shape via a transition defined by Bernstein polynomials/Bézier curve sections. The inlet starts on design conditions but shows a number of unwanted internal shock patterns, hence providing only a starting point for a computational design approach. While this design approach can be much more expensive, it has the potential to provide much shorter geometries while allowing full control over the shape of the exit section. Another one of its disadvantages is that reaching an optimal design strongly depends on a geometry that has been partly arbitrarily designed, something that can restrict a deterministic optimization algorithm to a solution that is only locally optimal.
Once an internal part for the mixed compression inlet is designed, the overall efficiency of the configuration can be evaluated. Also, once a complete inviscid design is finalized, the next step is to include viscous effects in the evaluations. Finally, it is worth considering the osculating axisymmetry and osculating flowfield methods for the design of the external compression geometry, which will potentially enable more efficient compression of the flow and better control of the shape of the cowl lip section.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper we present a method for parametrically integrating an osculating cones generated external compression geometry to an inversely designed waverider forebody. The resulting geometry can serve as the external compression part of a mixed compression inlet. The shape of the inlet capture curve can be parametrically designed to maximize the available capture area and/or shape the resulting flowfield at the cowl lip section. Additionally, the flowfield properties up to the cowl lip section can be rapidly calculated, something that can aid with the design of the downstream internal sections of the inlet. The integration approach was numerically verified with inviscid Euler simulations. Additionally, we run a number of Euler simulations for off-design conditions in order to investigate the behavior and sensitivity of the resulting flowfield to those changes. The example geometry that was investigated was found to have increased spillage (assuming a cowl lip at the inlet capture curve) at lower than design Mach numbers and increased angles of attack, as is expected of mixed compression inlets. Once the internal part of the mixed compression inlet has been designed, we will be able to evaluate the performance of the complete inlet geometries that can be generated, including investigations with viscosity taken into account.
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